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Managing Crisis through Calm Preparedness and Rapid Response

Dear Volunteers of America Housing Team,
I know we are all consumed with the current threat of COVID-19 and the impact it has on the work we do. It is
definitely a stressful time. While there is a lot going on and uncertainty as to what the future holds, I wanted to
take a minute to look back at what has brought us together as part of the Volunteers of America family and what
will ensure our success moving forward.
First and foremost, it is important to remember that the commitment of each and every one of you to our
ministry of service, and that of those that have gone before you, is what has built and sustained this 124 year old
organization. I have been reminded more than once this week of the words of our founder Maud Booth, “we will
go wherever we are needed and do whatever comes to hand.” Sometimes this work seems easy – a smile or a
kind word to one of our clients. There are other times, like now, when just being present for your residents, coworkers and community is a struggle. I have been so encouraged by the many examples I have heard this week
of the thoughtfulness and care you provide our clients and each other. You may not even realize the soothing
effect that your reliable and calm presence at your community has on the residents, but it makes a huge
difference. While you may not be able to interact like you used to, many of you have found creative ways to
continue to ensure the successful operation of your properties. I am amazed by you and thank you for
everything you are doing.
Second, pulling together as a team and taking care of each other is going to be key during this tough period. In
times of great difficulty, our nation and especially our VOA family has a long history of overcoming adversity by
working together to come up with solutions to hard problems. This Housing Operations Response Plan draws
upon the tremendous expertise throughout this organization and is the result of the desire of your colleagues,
many people you have never even met, to support you. Together we will get through this crisis.
Third, we are very focused on the well-being of you, your residents, and your families. As you are all aware, we
are being very careful to be sure you are healthy before you begin your workday so we can best protect our
communities. It very important that we fully follow the additional safety procedures we have put in place. We
have implemented these protocols early and often in this outbreak, thus, if followed properly, our properties
pose less risk than grocery stores, gas stations and other public places you may be visiting. Please continue to be
vigilant in this effort. With this in mind, it is our expectation that you will continue to report to work as
scheduled, unless you are covered by one of the following circumstances:
1. Exhibiting symptoms of COVID19 or other virus (coughing, fever, etc.)
2. Those who are living with someone who is ill with the above
3. Being exposed, in a designated area in and out of the US
We all need to be ready to serve, so we can ensure our residents and co-workers can rely on us to provide a safe
environment.
Again, I so appreciate everything you do every day, but especially now. Thank you for your willingness to “do
whatever comes to hand.” Please do not hesitate to let us know what else we can do to support you.
With gratitude,
SWG
Sharon Wilson-Geno
Executive Vice President & Chief Operating Officer
VOA National Services

Framework
The development of the COVID-19 Housing Operations Response Plan was a cross-departmental effort
and the plan will continue to be updated as outbreak conditions change. The VOANS Housing rapid
response framework includes 3 support strategies:
VOANS Housing Operations Plan
Provides policy for property operations in response to the COVID-19 outbreak that addresses four
major levels of threat (see Using the Plan below).
Critical Response Team
Cross-disciplinary team designed to provide rapid response, guidance, and triage support to mitigate
crisis emergencies that develop at the property. The Critical Response Team includes your Asset
Manager and a team of support across VOANS Housing & Healthcare, Legal, and Communications.
Instructions regarding when and how to activate your team are outlined in the plan.
Ongoing Technical Support and Monitoring
Through all levels of crisis response, we will continue to provide ongoing technical support and
monitoring to assist with recovery, stabilization, and return to normal operations once the crisis ends.

Using the Plan
The plan is designed to respond to rapidly changing conditions when dealing with a pandemic.
Guidance provided in the plan is based on the level of threat COVID-19 poses to residents and staff.
The response guidance establishes 4 levels that are activated by a “triggering event” that would
escalate or de-escalate a property through each level based on the risk of a COVID-19 outbreak
occurring at the property:
LEVEL

TRIGGERING EVENT

Level 1 Prevention (Low Risk)

Presence of isolated cases within your region

Level 2 Prevention (High Risk)

Widespread contagion, confirmed local cases, and closings in region

Level 3 Symptomatic Case

Person (resident, staff, or visitor) exhibiting symptoms at the property

Level 4 Confirmed COVID-19 Case

Confirmed COVID-19 positive person at the property

Level 1: PREVENTION (Low Risk)
Triggering Event:

HOUSING DIRECTORS
OPERATIONS
□ Maintain the contractual obligations of your management agreement and enforce all policies set forth by
VOANS Housing.
□ Maintain regular contact with your regional HUD and/or
Tax Credit representative and Asset Manager regarding
the operational health of your portfolio.
□ Manage Human Resources wage/coverage inquiries
regarding your staff and disseminate “VOANS Letter to
Staff” to all employees.
□ Implement an Increased Sanitation Protocol in all common areas by following the Using Disinfectants to Control
the COVID-19 Virus Guidance:
http://npic.orst.edu/ingred/ptype/amicrob/covid19.pdf
□ Activate your Cristical Response Team if 1) any staff,
resident, or visitor reports symptoms or confirmed case of
COVID-19 (please identify if the person is self-reporting
symptoms or has a medically confirmed COVID-19 positive test result) or 2) you or your management team
received a media request regarding a property in your
portfolio (management staff should not speak to media
on VOA’s behalf).

Evidence of isolated COVID-19 cases or limited community
transmission in your state and no evidence of exposure in large communal
settings AND 2) No local or state mandated closings of schools and businesses.
RESIDENTS
□ Confirm management team has
shared all COVID-19 informational
CDC Handouts provided on VOA
Connect.
□ Ensure group activities are cancelled until further notice of VOANS
Housing.
□ Confirm “Letter to Residents &
Family” has been distributed to all
residents.
□ Confirm the development of Social Isolation Prevention Protocols
by your management team to prevent resident social isolation.
□ Remind management staff that all
appropriate 120—30 Day Notices
should continue to be sent to residents.

VISITORS
□ Activate Restricted Visitor Access:
All staff, delivery drivers, healthcare
worker, and other visitors must be
screened using the Wellness
Screening Tool for Housing.
□ For properties who have no centralized point of entry, provide residents with the Wellness Screening
Tool for Housing and ask them to
self-screen their visitors.
□ Visitors who answer “Yes” on any
questions on the Wellness Screening Tool should be asked to refrain
from visiting for 14 days as a safety
precaution for residents and staff.

Level 1: PREVENTION (Low Risk)
Triggering Event:

MANAGEMENT STAFF
OPERATIONS

□ Enforce Increased Sanitation Protocol for all common
areas. Keeping office and common areas clean should be a
team effort.
□ Post CDC Handouts in common areas and practice Social
Distancing among staff and residents.
□ Obtain your local and state Health Department phone
numbers and print them for emergency access.
□ Pull resident phone numbers and emergency contact information from OneSite (please update contacts if needed).
Print a copy for use in case of an emergency and provide a
copy the Service Coordinator (if applicable).
□ All appropriate 120 –30 Day Notices should continue to be
sent to residents.
□ Any staff, resident, or visitor with COVID-19 symptoms
(fever, cough, or shortness of breath) will automatically trigger a Level 3: Symptomatic Case at Property response and
you must notify your Housing Director immediately. Please
email cfitzgerald@voa.org and lwynn@voa.org if you cannot reach your Housing Director.
□ If you receive a media request regarding your property,
please contact your Housing Director immediately. Management staff should not speak to media on VOA’s behalf.

Evidence of isolated COVID-19 cases or limited community
transmission in your state and no evidence of exposure in large communal
settings AND 2) No local or state mandated closings of schools and businesses.

RESIDENTS

VISITORS

□ Confirm management team has
shared all COVID-19 informational CDC Handouts provided on
VOA Connect.

□ Activate Restricted Visitor Access:
All staff, delivery drivers, healthcare
workers, and other visitors must be
screened using the Wellness Screening Tool for Housing.

□ Ensure group activities are cancelled until further notice of
VOANS Housing.
□ Confirm “Letter to Residents &
Family” has been distributed to
all residents.

□ For properties who have no centralized point of entry, provide residents with the Wellness Screening
Tool for Housing and ask them to self
-screen their visitors.

□ Coordinate with management
staff to combat COVID-19 related
bullying and xenophobia. Remind residents of Fair Housing
Laws and their lease agreement.

□ Visitors who answer “Yes” on any
questions on the Wellness Screening
Tool should be asked to refrain from
visiting for 14 days as a safety precaution for residents and staff.

□ Work with all property staff to
prepare Social Isolation Prevention Protocols to prevent resident social isolation. See Resource List for more info.

□ Work with your staff to educate visitors by providing CDC information
regarding impact of COVID-19 on
seniors.

Level 1: PREVENTION (Low Risk)
Triggering Event:

SERVICE COORDINATORS

Evidence of isolated COVID-19 cases or limited community
transmission in your state and no evidence of exposure in large communal
settings AND 2) No local or state mandated closings of schools and businesses.

OPERATIONS

RESIDENTS

VISITORS

□ Educate residents on COVID-19 preventative measures
(20 second hand washing, notifying staff if you are not
feeling well, self-quarantining, avoiding large crowds,
avoiding travel, and possibly postponing elective surgery).

□ Confirm management team has
shared all COVID-19 informational
CDC Handouts provided on VOA
Connect.

□ Assist with the implementation of the Increased Sanitation Protocol for all common areas.

□ Coordinate with management
staff to combat COVID-19 related
bullying and xenophobia. Remind
residents of Fair Housing Laws
and their lease agreement.

□ Activate Restricted Visitor Access:
All staff, delivery drivers, healthcare
workers, and other visitors must be
screened using the Wellness
Screening Tool for Housing

□ Identify “frail” residents and those who may need a
higher level of assistance during an emergency.

□ Obtain a copy of resident contact list from management
which should include resident phone numbers and emergency contact information.
□ Any staff, resident, or visitor with COVID-19 symptoms
(fever, cough, or shortness of breath) will automatically
trigger a Level 3: Symptomatic Case at Property response
and you must notify your Housing Director immediately.
Please email cfitzgerald@voa.org and lwynn@voa.org if
you cannot reach your Housing Director.
.

□ Connect residents with the AASC
guidance provided in the Social
Isolation Prevention Resources
for Service Coordinators provided in the Resource List.
□ Work with management staff to
develop Social Isolation Prevention Protocols to prevent resident social isolation.

□ For properties who have no centralized point of entry, provide residents with the Wellness Screening
Tool for Housing and ask them to
self-screen their visitors.
□ Visitors who answer “Yes” on any
questions on the Wellness Screening Tool should be asked to refrain
from visiting for 14 days as a safety
precaution for residents and staff.
□ Work with your staff to educate
visitors by providing CDC information regarding impact of COVID19 on seniors.

Level 1: PREVENTION (Low Risk)
Triggering Event:

MAINTENANCE STAFF
OPERATIONS

□ Lead the Increased Sanitation Protocol for all common
areas by following the Using Disinfectants to Control the
COVID-19 Virus Guidance:
http://npic.orst.edu/ingred/ptype/amicrob/covid19.pdf
□ Maintenance Orders should be managed on a regular
schedule with Maintenance and/or Management using
the Wellness Screening Tool for Housing to screen residents before maintenance enters their unit.

□ Any staff, resident, or visitor with COVID-19 symptoms
(fever, cough, or shortness of breath) will automatically
trigger a Level 3: Symptomatic Case at Property response
and you must notify your Housing Director immediately.
Please email cfitzgerald@voa.org and lwynn@voa.org if
you cannot reach your Housing Director.
□ If you receive a media request regarding your property,
please contact your Housing Director immediately. Management staff should not speak to media on VOA’s behalf.

Evidence of isolated COVID-19 cases or limited community
transmission in your state and no evidence of exposure in large communal
settings AND 2) No local or state mandated closings of schools and businesses.

RESIDENTS

□ When entering avresident’s unit,
wear protective gloves and practice Social Distancing as much as
possible.

VISITORS

□ All 3rd Party maintenance/repair
vendors should be screened using
the Wellness Screening Tool for
Housing.
□ Visitors who answer “Yes” on any
questions on the Wellness Screening Tool should be asked to refrain
from visiting for 14 days as a safety
precaution for residents and staff.
□ Work with management staff to
educate visitors by providing CDC
information regarding impact of
COVID-19 on seniors.

Level 2: PREVENTION (High Risk)
Triggering Event:

HOUSING DIRECTORS
OPERATIONS

Widespread COVID-19 transmission with confirmed
exposure in your region AND 2) Local or state mandated closings of schools
and businesses have occurred.
RESIDENTS

VISITORS

□ Close all indoor community spaces to residents and
no visitors are permitted on the property except for
essential needs.

□ Notify residents of closures and
implement No Visitors Protocol
while emphasizing the importance
of their health and safety.

□ Review and execute the Social Isolation Prevention
protocols developed by your Management Staff and
Service Coordinator.

□ Communicate your plans for
Social Isolation Prevention to
residents.

□ Evictions should be halted. Special circumstances
should be emailed to VOANS Legal Counsel at
cfitzgerald@voa.org for consideration.

□ Communicate social distancing
precautions and staff procedural
changes (designated drop boxes
for paperwork or recertification
interviews via phone instead of inperson) to residents.

□ No visitors should be allowed onto
the property at this time. Only preauthorized or essential visitors
should be admitted (VOANS developer reps, movers, critical care providers, etc) and they must be
screened using the Wellness
Screening Tool for Housing before
entering.

□ Fulfill all operations protocols set forth in Level 1.

□ Activate your Critical Response Team if 1) any staff,
resident, or visitor reports symptoms or confirmed case
of COVID-19 (please identify if the person is selfreporting symptoms or has a medically confirmed COVID
-19 positive test result) or 2) you or your management
team received a media request regarding a property in
your portfolio (management staff should not speak to
media on VOA’s behalf).

□ Maintenance requests will be
completed for emergency services
only (loss of unit electricity/heat/
water/major appliance, toilet, water leak, or any life-safety matter).

□ Authorized visitors who answer
“Yes” on any questions on the Wellness Screening Tool should be
asked to refrain from visiting for 14
days as a safety precaution for residents and staff.

Level 2: PREVENTION (High Risk)
Triggering Event:

MANAGEMENT STAFF
OPERATIONS

□ Fulfill all operations protocols set forth in Level 1.
□ Implement staff procedural changes to minimize close
contact and encourage Social Distancing (secure drop
boxes for paperwork exchange, recertification interviews
held via phone instead of in-person, in-person meetings by
apt only if necessary and only after all parties pass the
Wellness Screening Tool for Housing).
□ Execute Social Isolation Prevention methods with residents through daily check-in phone calls using contact list.
“Door knocking” should be used only when a resident is
unresponsive to a phone calls. Please maintain your Social
Distancing (6ft between you and the resident) during door
knocking wellness checks for the health and safety of you
and the resident.
□ Any staff, resident, or visitor with COVID-19 symptoms
(fever, cough, or shortness of breath) will automatically
trigger a Level 3: Symptomatic Case at Property response
and you must notify your Housing Director immediately.
Please email cfitzgerald@voa.org and lwynn@voa.org if
you cannot reach your Housing Director.

Widespread COVID-19 transmission with confirmed
exposure in your region AND 2) Local or state mandated closings of schools
and businesses have occurred.

RESIDENTS

□ Continue to share positive messages of hope, care, and safety
with residents. Remind them this
level of isolation is temporary,
and that you look forward to resuming normal operations once
it’s safe to do so.
□ Notify residents that maintenance requests will be completed for emergency services only
(loss of unit electricity/heat/
water/major appliance, toilet, water leak, or any life-safety matter).
□ Provide residents with accurate
staff phone numbers and notices
of modified schedules/
procedures for contacting management. Always include an
emergency number for issues
that may occur after business
hours.

VISITORS

□ No visitors should be allowed
onto the property at this time.
Only pre-authorized or essential
visitors should be admitted
(VOANS developer reps, movers,
critical care providers, etc) and
they must be screened using the
Wellness Screening Tool for
Housing before entering.
□ Authorized visitors who answer
“Yes” on any questions on the
Wellness Screening Tool should
be asked to refrain from visiting
for 14 days as a safety precaution
for residents and staff.

Level 2: PREVENTION (High Risk)
Triggering Event:

SERVICE COORDINATORS
OPERATIONS
□ Fulfill all operations protocols set forth in Level 1.
□ Maintain lists of residents with chronic illness, home
health aides, recently hospitalized, and those who are
prone to falls. Provide additional support and information regarding COVID-19 prevention to this most vulnerable group.
□ Convert in-person meetings to phone calls and review
Google Voice document in the Resource List for alternatives to using your personal phone number. Must call
residents daily and track wellness, needs, and level of
assistance that may be needed in an event of an emergency.
□ Execute Social Isolation Prevention methods with residents through daily check-in phone calls using the contact list. “Door knocking” should be used only when a
resident is unresponsive to a phone calls. Please maintain your Social Distancing (6ft between you and the resident) during door knocking wellness checks for the
health and safety of you and the resident.
□ Any staff, resident, or visitor with COVID-19 symptoms
(fever, cough, or shortness of breath) will automatically
trigger a Level 3: Symptomatic Case at Property response
and you must notify your Housing Director immediately.
Please email cfitzgerald@voa.org and lwynn@voa.org if
you cannot reach your Housing Director.

Widespread COVID-19 transmission with confirmed exposure in your region AND 2) Local or state mandated closings of schools
and businesses have occurred.
RESIDENTS

VISITORS

□ Continue to encourage residents
to participate in the options
shared on the Social Isolation Prevention Resources for Service
Coordinators document located
in the Resource List.

□ No visitors should be allowed onto
the property at this time. Only preauthorized or essential visitors
should be admitted (VOANS developer reps, movers, critical care providers, etc) and they all must be
screened using the Wellness
Screening Tool for Housing before
entering.

□ Encourage Social Distancing and
stagger meal and/or pickup times
to avoid large resident gatherings.
□ Communicate to service partners
regarding the elevated level of
visitor restriction under Level 2,
express your gratitude for their
partnership, and if service is temporarily suspended or modified,
communicate changes to the residents.

□ Connect Residents with the AASC
guidance provided on the Social
Isolation Prevention Resources
for Service Coordinators document in the Resource List.
□ Work with management staff to
execute Social Isolation Prevention Protocols to prevent resident social isolation.

□ Assist with informing management
staff of residents who require essential medical staff for critical care
(they must be screened using the
Wellness Screening Tool for Housing before entering).

Level 2: PREVENTION (High Risk)
Triggering Event:

MAINTENANCE STAFF
OPERATIONS
□ Sustain the Increased Sanitation Protocol for all common areas. All high-touch areas should be sanitized at
least twice a day.
□ Maintenance requests will be completed for emergency
services only (loss of unit electricity/heat/water/major
appliance, toilet, water leak, or any life-safety matter).
□ Any staff, resident, or visitor with COVID-19 symptoms
(fever, cough, or shortness of breath) will automatically
trigger a Level 3: Symptomatic Case at Property response
and you must notify your Housing Director immediately.
Please email cfitzgerald@voa.org and lwynn@voa.org if
you cannot reach your Housing Director.

Widespread COVID-19 transmission with confirmed exposure in your region AND 2) Local or state mandated closings of schools
and businesses have occurred.

RESIDENTS
□ When entering a resident’s unit
for emergency maintenance only,
you are required to wear protective gloves and practice Social
Distancing as much as possible.
□ If emergency repairs are required in a unit where a resident
is reportedly ill, contact your
Housing Director immediately.
Please email cfitzgerald@voa.org
and lwynn@voa.org if you cannot reach your Housing Director.

VISITORS
□ All 3rd Party maintenance/repair
venders that need access to units
should be deferred at this time unless it is emergency related. If access is needed, they must be
screened using the Wellness
Screening Tool for Housing
□ Visitors who answer “Yes” on any
questions on the Wellness Screening Tool should be asked to refrain
from visiting for 14 days as a safety
precaution for residents and staff.

Level 3: SYMPTOMATIC CASE AT PROPERTY
Triggering Event: Staff, resident, or life-essential caregiver 1) self-reports symptoms of

COVID-19 (fever, shortness of breath, sore throat, or dry cough) OR 2) has been in contact with
someone with a medically confirmed COVID-19 Positive diagnosis within the last 14 days.

ALL STAFF
OPERATIONS

□ Immediately ask the symptomatic person to selfquarantine and inform them you will interview them
shortly over the phone (if it is a staff member, they
should go home. A resident should go to his/her unit, and
other residents should self-isolate).
□ Contact the sick person via phone and ask the following
Trace Interview Questions:
1) Have you interacted with any resident or staff member in the building
since presenting symptoms?

2) Have you used any common areas in the building in the last 72 hours?
3) Do you plan to seek care from a healthcare professional for COVID-19
testing? If so, are you willing to notify me of the test results as soon as
possible?

□ Activate your Critical Response Team for further instructions by emailing cfitzgerald@voa.org, lwynn@voa.org,
and your Asset Manager.
□ Close office to all and sanitize all high-touch areas immediately. Deep clean all common areas where the symptomatic person reported being present during the last 72
hours.
□ Property remains at Level 3 until AFTER the 14-day selfquarantine or symptomatic person provides documentation from medical professional with a COVID-19 negative
result and/or diagnosis from a medical professional confirming symptoms were caused by another illness.

RESIDENTS

VISITORS

□ Instruct any residents that are nearby
to leave all common and lobby areas,
return to their units, and to immediately wash their hands for 20 seconds.

□ No visitors of any kind (outside
life-essential caregiver): No visitors are allowed in the building.
Only life-necessary caregivers are
allowed on the premises after
passing the Wellness Screening
Tool for Housing with Level 3
Emergency Contact Info located
in the Resource List.

□ if a sick resident is self-quarantined in
their unit, the management team
should encourage them to contact a
health professional. Not all symptomatic people are tested by their doctor.
Therefore, self-quarantine is a best
practice when dealing with a possible
case.
□ Work with management and service
coordinator to conduct wellness checks
via phone.
□ Management Staff and Service Coordinator should check on sick resident via
phone daily to monitor health status
and notify emergency personnel if there
is a drastic decline in health.
□ Make sure resident is receiving Social
Isolation Prevention via daily calls to
prevent resident social isolation. The
resident should be encouraged to
emerge from self-quarantined after 14
days of being symptom free.

□ Essential Life Care Personnel
who answer “Yes” on any questions on the Wellness Screening
Tool should be asked to refrain
from visiting for 14 days as a
safety precaution for residents
and staff.
□ Lobby and common areas should
be avoided until after they are
cleaned thoroughly.
□ REMEMBER: These protocols
are in place to contain a potential outbreak. Please make sure
anyone that presents symptoms
at the property is taken seriously
to stop the potentially deadly
spread of COVID-19.

Level 4: CONFIRMED COVID-19 CASE AT PROPERTY

ALL STAFF

Triggering Event: Resident or Staff have a medically confirmed COVID-19 positive test result.

OPERATIONS
1. IMMEDIATE SELF-QUARANTINE OF ALL RESIDENTS Ask
residents in all hallways and common areas to report to
their units immediately due to an emergency. Advise
them to not visit other’s units until further notice and
more information will be shared soon. Additional staff
at the property should shelter in place if they were not
directly exposed to the COVID-19+ person.
2. IMMEDIATE SELF-QUARANTINE OF COVID-19+
RESIDENT OR STAFF
The staff person should be instructed to go home and a
resident should be instructed to go to their unit for selfquarantine pending further instruction.
3. CONTACT YOUR STATE HEALTH DEPARTMENT
All COVID-19 positive results are reported to the State
Health Department. They will most likely know your
staff/resident is positive. Once on the phone, explain
you have a COVID+ resident/staff and you manage an
apartment complex where other residents potentially
have been exposed. Given the high risk population we
serve, they will provide further instruction regarding
quarantine protocols and further support.
4. CONTACT YOUR HOUSING DIRECTOR AND YOUR CRITI-

CAL RESPONSE TEAM IMMEDIATELY AFTER SPEAKING
TO YOUR STATE HEALTH DEPARTMENT.
Clare Ann Fitzgerald (703) 859-2947 cfitzgerald@voa.org
Layla Wynn (703) 341-5062 lwynn@voa.org

RESIDENTS
AFTER INITIAL CRISIS RECOVERY:

□ Work with management and service coordinator to do wellness checks via phone.
□ Management and Service Coordinator
should check on sick resident via phone daily
to monitor condition and notify emergency
personnel if there is a drastic decline in
health.
□ Make sure residents are receiving Social Isolation Prevention via daily calls to lesson the
negative health outcomes from social isolation during quarantine. Quarantine time and
protocol will most likely be at the discretion
of your state’s Public Health Department.
□ Property remains at Level 4 until all instructions from your State Health Department are
followed and direction from your Critical Response Team is given.

VISITORS
□ No visitors or outside persons are allowed during self
-quarantine.
□ Await the instruction of
your State Health Department and/or your Critical
Response Team.

